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KCNA Commentary Lauds H-bomb Test
Pyongyang, January 12 (KCNA) -- The news of the success of the first H-bomb test of
the DPRK have shocked the world.
The test that was carried out in the outset of significant year 2016 in which the 7th
Congress of the Workers' Party of Korea will be held, is a reflection of the fixed faith and
will of the WPK invariably keeping to the road of independence, Songun and socialism
and a bright fruition brought about by the WPK's idea on attaching importance to science
and technology.
The test was neither to "threaten" anyone nor to "provoke" someone for a certain
purpose. It was a process indispensable for carrying out the WPK's line on
simultaneously carrying out the economic construction and the building of nuclear force
to cope with the U.S. ever-more undisguised hostile policy toward the DPRK. It was also
a normal course that the H-bomb nations have undergone without exception.
The recent test pursuant to the WPK's strategic line and resolution fully confirmed the
accuracy of technical specifications of the new trial H-bomb and scientifically proved the
power of the smaller H-bomb. This made it possible to declare with dignity that the
nuclear physics of the DPRK has reached a new high stage.
This also helped the DPRK get fully armed with smaller and standardized H-bombs for
ballistic rockets and get possessed of ultra-modern strike means for delivering nuclear
bombs of various kinds in the land, sea and air without limitation.
The recent test laid a solid foundation for keeping the creation and construction going
after averting the danger of a war with the help of the strongest deterrence and provided a
sure guarantee for reliably safeguarding the peace and security in the Korean peninsula
and the region. Herein lies the historic significance of the H-bomb test.
Now personages of governments, political and public circles, scientists and technicians
of over 100 countries of the world are supporting the DPRK and admiring the spectacular
nuclear scientific and technological successes made by it and its nuclear deterrence for
self-defence, and even nuclear scientists and experts of the U.S. are acknowledging the
remarkable progress made in the nuclear science and technology of the DPRK.
The scientists and technicians of the DPRK are in high spirit to detonate H-bombs of
hundreds of Kt and Mt level capable of wiping out the whole territory of the U.S. all at

once as it persistently moves to stifle the DPRK, cradle of life and happiness of its people,
if only there are no geographical restrictions and provided the territory is vast.

